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Position

Aquatic Systems Fabricator

Facility

Oceans Design Inc

Location

Clorado Springs, CO

Job Summary

An Aquatic Systems Fabricator will be able to follow the direction and planning of the operations manager
to successfully fabricate and install custom aquatic equipment and parts, assemble components of
recirculation aquaculture systems, and test systems for quality assurance and control. Includes plumbing of
pvc pipe, component installation and maintenance (including pumps, filters, tanks, aeration, and
sterilization equipment) and basic electrical wiring.

Essential Functions

•2+ years suitable work experience in fabrication or maintenance.
•Ability to follow CAD drawings and plans to complete the assembly of a system.
•Experience with machinery including hand tools, power tool, and plumbing of pvc pipe. Tools include chop
saw, table saw, band saw, drill press, pipe cutters, hand drills, sanders, ratchets, and wrenches.
•Precision and accuracy when using tools highly desirable.
•Must be able to effectively communicate with internal staff and partners to complete project deliverables.
•Motivated individual with the ability to work independently and with a group.
•Willingness to learn new things and working safely while adhering to all company policies and safety
regulations.

Other Duties and Responsibilities
Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

• Experience with hand and power tools such as drills, saws, ratchets, wrenches, and sanders. •Experience
plumbing PVC pipe and basic electrical connections. •Aquaculture experience not needed but a plus.

Education & Experienced Required
Licenses and Certifications Required
Physical Requirements

: •Ability to lift at least 50 lbs numerous times during a given working shift.
• Ability to stand on feet for more than 4 consecutive hours.

Working Conditions

Oceans Design Inc is a full service aquaculture design and consulting firm, based out of Colorado Springs,
Colorado. We specialize in equipment and complete aquatic holding systems engineered to raise and care
for a variety of aquatic animals. Our clients range from large commercial aquaculture facilities, research
institutions, to education programs for high schools and universities.

Oceans Design offers innovative and custom systems and products for the aquaculture and research
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industries. There is a high demand for custom designs to meet the specific needs of our clients. This is
where we pride ourselves. Our application engineers don't design systems based on a set of generic
standards. Each system is designed to meet the specific requirements of the species being cultured or
clients specific requests.
Salary

$15 - $22 per hour - commensurate with experience

Respond To

info@oceans-design.com

Closing date

04/13/2017

Entry ID

138
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